
Story board 
“hotel California”



Ls guest entering hotel gate



Mls guest with gate



Mls from right side



We are framed on his back



Mls reverse at the counter



Cu hand on bell



Mls ringing bell



Els ringing with constructions



Ls guest framed on back



Cu Chet climbing trap door



Mls guest leaning on counter



Mls revere Chet appearing



Ots Chet on guest



Ots guest on Chet



Ots Chet on guest 
(shot reverse)



Ots guest on Chet 
shot reverse



Mcu Chet with keys



Mcu guest with gate



Mcu Chet reverse shot



Mcu guest reverse shot



Mls Chet with keys



Mls guest with spider cords



Mls Chet “my name is Chet”



mls guest “ I am a writer”



Mls chet



Cu business card



Ots guest on chet



Ls through the keys 
face camera



Ots guest on chet’s back



Cu on key “room 605”



Ots chet on guest walking



Ls chet shouting



Ls guest  walking
behind construction’s ribs



Cu chet zoom in until ecu



The end
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